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Asset Management Planning  providing the evidence to support robust
and risk-based investment decisions
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Abstract.                              
Development programme has been developing methods to support a move to a risk-based approach to flood defence
asset management. Looking to ensure     ILQGDQGIL[¶ and made to those assets where the biggest
risk reduction can be made for the money available. In addition, providing the capability to articulate the benefits of
investing in these assets quantitatively and transparently. This paper describes how the Asset Performance Tools
(APT) project [1] is delivering practical methods, prototype tools and supporting guidance which, together with
related initiatives such as the Environment           
 !"   
programme [2]    #  $  %  !#%" [3] supportive datasets, will enable a risk-&  ' predict and
SURWHFW¶ approach to asset management. A key advance is the ability to bring in local knowledge to make national
generic datasets locally relevant. The paper also highlights existing outputs that can already be used to support a more
proactive approach to asset management. It will summarise the ongoing work which will further develop and fine
tune performance assessment and investment decision processes within an integrated conceptual framework aligned
with ISO55000, deliverable via CAMC and whose concepts can be used by all risk management authorities.

1 Asset Management Development
Recent flood events have tested a large proportion of
 flood and coastal assets, increasing the pressure
on investment to maintain assets at an appropriate
standard. To enable the effective prioritisation of our
current and future investment we must be able to assess
the likely performance of individual assets in their current
and improved states as well as understanding this
performance within the context of the asset system.
Research is under way to develop an integrated
framework to guide a flood and coastal erosion risk
management (FCRM) authority in selecting the
appropriate tools to determine:
1) How should the assets be performing?
2) How are the assets performing?
3) What is the most cost effective way of closing
the gap between desired and actual
performance?
The fully integrated framework allows users to
understand the improved FCRM decision making
process. It illustrates information flows, and how and
a

when the tools and methods should be used to support
decision making.

2 Reviewing Asset Management Tools
There already exist a number of tools available to
support FCRM asset management decision making, for a
range of assets and asset systems, each with their own
advantages and disadvantages. This research reviews the
functionality of existing tools and identifies what
adaptive measures are required to maximise their
capability and performance. This includes;
 how to integrate them into an asset management
framework
that
better
supports
asset
management decision making, and
 where and how it will be most beneficial to
improve FCRM asset management tools and
processes.
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management regimes. This information, together with the
improved asset performance assessment methodology, is
used to develop a whole life cost tool to compare the
benefits of different investment scenarios. Expressing
the flood risk reduction benefits of maintenance, using
the same terminology as for capital investment, will
create a stronger investment business case. This can help
justify cost effective maintenance practices that could
reduce total expenditure within an FCRM system, freeing
funds to reduce flood risk elsewhere.

3 Asset Management Planning
To ensure the most cost effective asset investment
regime is adopted, FCRM authorities need to be able to
quantify and compare the benefits of both capital and
maintenance activities, considering the likelihood and the
probability and consequence of assets failing to perform
as required. This research looks to improve existing
benefit modelling tools, such as the modelling decision
support framework (MDSF2) [4] to efficiently assess the
benefits (risk reduction) of implementing different asset

4 Asset Inspection
assessment cycle and directs the user to the appropriate
level of activity according to assessed risk through a
process of tiering (Fig.1.). Advancement up the three tiers
is made in response to increasing levels of assessed risk.

New guidance is available on asset inspection [5].
The guidance incorporates the findings of current best
practice, offering recommendations for improvement.
The tiered framework on which the recommended asset
management cycle is based integrates key activities in the

Figure 1. )* $+       $   ,  'performance and risk
assessment, and planning and investment decision making; information management lies at the heart. The Propeller shows how these
activities relate. It also shows that inspection, performance assessment and planning typically involve a tiered approach: using basic
methods for the majority of assets at low risk (where the wing is wide and green - tier 1), but more specialist methods for the small
number of high risk assets where needed (where the wing is narrow and red - tier 3).
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The guidance recommends the triggers for moving
from routine visual inspections (tier 1) to more advanced
inspections at an intermediate (tier 2) or higher (tier 3)
 . /
  &         
  *
     0 0   *
    *  * 0 1 -  $  e
            .
The structure of the guidance document is in line
with the grouping of asset types in the Environment
     /$     # 
(AIMS), that is:
3
channel and culverts
3
linear defences
3
coastal defences

Research shows that inspections can be targeted to
need and interventions can be timed to pre-empt
expensive and often distressing asset failure, rather than
dictated by routine alone. Inspections are driven by a
considered balance of investment and flood risk, offering
the greatest impact on risk reduction at least cost.
Each flood risk management asset should have a
target condition set for it taking into account risks and
consequences. Application of the asset inspection process
will ensure efficient management of assets through
proactive planning and application of a risk-based
approach rather than relying on a reaction to a failing
asset, or one falling below its target condition.
3
3
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beach structures
structures and point assets
As a result of this research the following outputs are
currently being put in place operationally:
x          &&0 
the Asset Inspection Tablet   currently
being developed to improve mobile working for
asset inspectors. This will enable a better data
consistency, allow faults (either data or asset
condition) to be reported and fixed more
efficiently, and improve reporting capabilities.
x Reviewing the recommendation for a consistent
Asset Defect Form. This is to be built into the
CAMC system, so that defects can be raised and
flagged up to the Asset Performance Teams
immediately. This allows quick decision
making on the next course of action -which can
follow the principles of the APT report (i.e.
triggering a tier 2 inspection, or immediate
remedial work)
x In the longer term, to use the Engineering
Integrity Matrices - turning them into additional
pages of the Condition Assessment Manual
(Fig.2.) to allow inspectors to spot likely failure
modes for each asset type, and to determine
what further action may be required. This not
only increases the skills of the Inspector group,
but also moves the business towards more
 $  &     .

Further information within the guidance includes:
3
the relationship between condition and
performance and why their monitoring is vital
3
the risk-based approach to frequency of
inspection
3
how to inspect for engineering integrity
3
different types of tier 2 and tier 3 inspections
3
health, safety and environmental considerations
To establish relative priorities and confidence in the
asset management process, consistent reporting and
decision making is essential. It is also important to be
able to demonstrate how decisions have been made for
auditing reasons. Embedded in the guidance document is
a prototype tool in the form of a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet. This tool is intended to serve as a baseline
model for developing a consistent interface between
  
     $      
 .)&  $           $
picklists designed to bring consistency and direction to
actions following tier 1 inspections.

5 Current developments
The following sections of this paper refer to the products
being developed under the current phase of research,
completing Autumn 2016. The way that the research and
associated products fit together is outlined in Figure 3.

Figure 2. The Environment Agency condition assessment
manual, used by asset inspectors to provide an asset condition
graing from 1-5. Environment Agency, 2006.
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Figure 3 The framework of research, highlighting which tiers of the propeller diagram (Fig.1) are being developed (shaded parts of
mini propellers within this figure). The product numbers 2.1-4.5 highlighted at the top of each box are referenced throughout this
paper.
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5.1
Raised defence performance assessment
method (Fig.3, Product 2.1)
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Figure 4    -0 $*    '
with user friendly slider bars capturing peoples knoiwledge of the
asset.

Figure 5 An example of the fragility and deteoriation curves that
are the basis of the defence performance assessment.

5.2 Beach and groyne performance assessment
method (Fig.3, Product 2.2)
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5.3 Raised defence performance assessment tool
and guidance (Fig. 3, Product 3.1)

An Excel-based tool that can develop fragility and
deterioration curves based on readily available asset
information and practitioner experience. It use local
knowledge to develop asset-specific curves that can
ultimately be used to improve the national understanding by
improving existing risk models such as MDSF2 and RAFT
[4], as well as NaFRA [6] and FaCET [7]. The tool uses the
method developed in Product 2.1. T  0 $ 
matches     l of understanding and is
supported by user-focused guidance. Involving practitioners
directly in the improvement of these vital parts of the
planning and risk tools has helped to reduce the perceived
& &6 0     confidence in the tools.

5.4 Beach and groyne performance assessment
tool and guidance (Fig.3, Product 3.2)
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5.5 Channel conveyance assessment guidance
(Fig.3, Product 3.3)
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5.6 Pre-calculated risk datasets guidance (Fig.3,
Product 3.4)
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5.7 Tool to support pre-calculated risk data
guidance (Fig.3, Product 3.4A)
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5.8 Raised defence whole life cost planning tool
and guidance (Fig.3, Product 4.1, Tier 2)
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5.9
Coastal whole life cost planning scoping
report (Fig.3, Product 4.2, Tier 2)
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5.10 Cross asset risk based investment decision
support tool (Fig.3, Product 4.3, Tier 2/3)
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4.4)

Allocation Prioritisation Tool (Fig.3, Product
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5.12
System based planning & allocation tool
(Fig.3, Product 4.5, All Tiers)
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maintenance. The resulting product provides guidance for
end users, including advice on where to obtain the input
data. Data input would include such information as the risk
attribution to assets and the number of houses protected (put
at risk by failing assets).
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5.13 Integrated Framework (Fig.3, Product 6.1 &
6.2)
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